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1. Introduction 
Search engines are considered to be the most successful tool on the Internet since its 
creation. Nowadays, they have become an indispensable tool for users to tackle various 
information seeking tasks, such as finding target resources, browsing particular 
websites.   
However, most users inevitably encounter many difficulties in the process of looking 
for information using search engines. In particular, users have been found feeling 
challenged to describe their information need in the form of queries properly with the 
first query they enter (Belkin et al., 1982). They tend to modify their queries several 
times before retrieving better results. These modifications are called query 
reformulation. The results of Guo et al. (2017) indicated that more than 60% of search 
sessions contain query reformulation.  
To better understand why queries are reformulated so frequently, Broder (2002) divided 
web queries into 3 classes: informational (the content is presented on various websites), 
navigational (the immediate intent is to reach a particular site) and transactional (the 
intent is to perform some web-mediated activity). Jansen et al. (2008) reported that 80% 
of queries in their dataset were informational which means most users assume the 
content they were looking for to be presented on various web pages, as opposed to 
navigational query and transactional query.
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In other words, web search queries are typically short, often ambiguous and polysemous 
(Jansen et al., 1998). A simple query can have multiple interpretations.  For example, 
based on the Webster dictionary “java” has three senses: island, coffee, and 
programming language. For users learning how to form a query to limit their search 
focusing on the required meaning is necessary. For example, a user may input “java + 
island” to declare that he or she wants results related to location. For search engines, 
how to disambiguate queries becomes an important problem. When a user enters a 
query “java”, can the search engine realize that there will be three types of results that 
are corresponding with three senses of “java”? Modern search engines have tried hard 
to come up with appropriate assistance for query reformulations. Existing research in 
this vein have studies query substitution (Jones et al., 2006) and other refinement 
techniques (Kraft and Zien 2004; Baeza-Yates et al., 2004). Query expansion is 
instantly offered as a drop-down list under the input box for users to modify their query. 
As a simple form of query reformulation techniques, a query suggestion provided by 
the search engine has played a fundamental role to support the user in web searching. 
The search engine can issue a list of queries for users to choose from to be their next 
query. In recent years, query suggestion has been widely studied, where two main 
approaches have been proposed, either session-based methods or click-through based 
methods (Meng, 2014). The idea of query suggestion in common is to exploit 
information recorded in query logs. Yet different methods utilize different criteria for 
information prediction. Session-based query suggestion uses query sequences recorded 
by the user’s own query logs to predict the user's next query (He et al., 2009 and 
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Radlinski & Joachims, 2005). It assumes that users often try to change queries or use a 
new one to get the results they feel satisfied, and queries in the same session in a short 
time are searched by the same user (Boldi et al., 2008). Usually, session-based methods 
can be divided into three groups based on how to measure the structure of user’s own 
query log: adjacency or query co-occurrence query suggestion, query flow graph based 
query suggestion, and other query suggestions, such as user experience-based query 
suggestion, machine learning based query suggestion and so on.  
The click-through based method focuses on finding similar queries from search history 
including all users’ search logs. When the user enters a query and views some of the 
results, the log records the URLs that are clicked. This theory assumes that two queries 
are similar to each other if they share a large number of clicked URLs. Several query 
suggestion models have been proposed based on this approach (Huang et al, 2003). 
Generally speaking, click-through based query suggestion can be categorized into two 
groups: clustering based query suggestion and bipartite graph based query suggestion.  
User’s searching behavior is crucial to query suggestion. Most work on query 
suggestion mentioned above mainly relies on the query logs indicating interactions 
between queries and users such as query reformulation and clicking URL. However, 
user behavior alone can't perfectly disambiguate query. Jiang and Ni (2016) reported 
that most users assumed unused words from results can be potentially useful term to 
add to their queries. Queries, especially those modified queries often derive from the 
search results. However, since most users only browse the first one or two pages with 
ranked results, they may miss many relevant documents retrieved in unread pages. Also, 
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page limitation will also bring problems to query suggestion model such as missing 
some candidate query suggestions. For example, typing "bus service in java" (the 
example we mentioned before) as a query into Google, we found that the top-ranked 
results returned by search engine were all related to the java programing language. 
Results for transportation information of java Island appeared at the second page. 
Google's query suggestion function also can’t provide any query suggestion related to 
"java island".   
As early as 2012, Bordogna et al. (2012) proposed a study based on the aggregation of 
suggested disambiguated queries and cluster novelty ranking. The main purpose of their 
research was to suggest disambiguated queries to reduce the need for search 
reformulation iterations. In the study, they provided three steps. First, the retrieved 
documents are clustered, on the basis of words extracted from their titles and snippets. 
Second, for each cluster, a personalized rank is computed, based on the novelty of 
contents of the cluster with respect to the user’s past results and the overall content 
similarity of clusters with respect to the original query. Finally, from each cluster’s 
representation, a disambiguated query is generated and suggested to the user to optimize 
the retrieval process.  
Inspired by Bordogna’s query disambiguation, I plan to introduce a clustering algorithm 
into the query suggestion techniques to provide the user with additional options 
generated from retrieved documents. Clustering is a popular unsupervised learning 
technique used in various fields for data mining, pattern recognition etc. It helps in 
finding target patterns and structures directly from the datasets with little background 
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knowledge. Usually, the clustering method can be classified by the length of raw data 
into two categories: the normal clustering algorithm and short text algorithm. The major 
difference between normal clustering approaches and short text clustering approaches 
is the short text’s sparse feature vector. Researchers have used a feature vector to 
represent the text data. The short text will lead to the sparse feature vector problem. For 
instance, Twitter is a popular short text data source researched widely. A single Tweet 
has less than 280 characters. The major solution provided by researchers is to make the 
short text data longer by adding words using external resources or finding core terms 
in the corpus. 
In this study, I construct a review for existing query suggestion research and clustering 
algorithms from the literature. I then propose a short text clustering approach using 
WordNet (2010) as an external resource to cluster documents from the corpus.byu.edu. 
I’ll discuss the factors that have influence on-topic model by query perspective and 
document perspective. Finally, I will provide an idea of using clustering approaches 
generating ranked query suggestion to disambiguate query. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: In Section 2, I review related previous studies. The method and 
algorithms are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. 
Conclusion and future works can be found at Section 5.  
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2. Related work  
2.1 Query suggestion 
Query suggestion is a method by which a user can reformulate their query when they 
didn't receive ideal results from their original query. The search system can improve the 
user's searching effort by providing effective and useful query suggestions by guessing 
the user information need, according to user’s past behavior (Cao, et al., 2008). Most 
query suggestion systems are based on users search history (Ooi, et al., 2015). 
2.1.1 Session based approach 
As we mentioned in introduction, session-based query suggestion uses query sequences 
recorded by their own query logs to predict the user's next query. It is based on the idea 
that every search query in the same session is related to each other in one way or another 
(He, et al., 2009 and Guo et al., 2017). This approach is based on a few assumptions: 
(1) A number of queries in the same session in a short time are usually submitted by the 
same user. (2) In the same session, the user often tries to change their query or try a new 
query to get a better result. (3) Queries submitted by a user in the same session usually 
is about a single topic. Toru Onada, Takayaki Yumoto (2008) introduced the concept of 
query clustering based on the history of query frequency, but its limitation is it is 
applicable for short query only. 
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On the whole, there are two main groups of session-based query suggestion approaches: 
the adjacency based method, and the query flow graph based method. 
Adjacency based query suggestion  
The adjacency based method analyzes the query sequence in sessions, exploits other 
queries’ co-occurrence in the same session with the initial query, and takes the 
adjacency queries for a suggestion. Huang et al. (2003) mined co-occurring query pairs 
from session data and candidates’ relevant terms by taking terms that co-occurred in 
similar search processes then ranked the candidates based on their frequency of co-
occurrence. 
Furthermore, Jensen's study (2006) considered not only the co-occurrence frequency 
but also weighted with the logarithm of the co-occurrence frequency for scoring 
candidate suggestions and original query. Zhang's study (2006) measured the degree of 
similarity of queries depends on the adjacent degree of the queries: the more adjacent, 
the more similar. To improve the similarity degree theory, Zhang and Nasraoui built a 
soft relation matrix to store the relation between consecutive queries that occur within 
the same session (Zhang et al., 2008). He (2009) Incorporated the history of query 
sequence into their query suggestion algorithm. Silviu Cucerzan and Eric Brill 
(Cucerzan & Brill, 2005) introduced statistics models into a query suggestion algorithm. 
They used maximum likelihood estimation to approximate both the probability that a 
query qj follows immediately another query qi in a user search session. 
Query flow graph based query suggestion 
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The query flow graph based query suggestion uses a graph to represent the structure of 
query log mining queries relationship and behavior within the same session. In the 
query-flow graph, each node represents a distinct query, and a directed edge from query 
qi to query qj means that at least one user-submitted query qj immediately after 
submitting qi in the same session. Boldi proposed measured frequency of observed 
transitions between queries as edge weights in a query flow graph. Select the neighbors 
with the largest edge as query suggestions for the initial query. (Boldi et al., 2009). 
Anagnostopoulos (2010) developed Boldi’s theory and argued that providing query 
suggestions to users may change user behavior. They thus modeled query suggestions 
as shortcut links on a query-flow graph and considered the resulted graph as a perturbed 
version of the original one.   
2.1.2 Click-through data 
By mining users’ click pattern in a search log, researchers can record click-through data 
for each query. The URL can be used to exploit the relationship between different 
queries (Meng, et al., 2014). Wen et al. (2001) analyzed click-through the bipartite 
graph and applied a density-based algorithm DBSCAN to form clusters of similar 
queries. Jeonghee Y (2009) introduced click through the graph which considers query 
and clicked page relationship. Generally speaking, there are three groups of session-
based query suggestion: clustering based query suggestion and bipartite graph based 
query suggestion 
Clustering based query suggestion 
This method mines clicked URLs for clustering. After this process, the other queries of 
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the cluster, which contains the input query, can be present as query suggestion. That is 
to say, the queries in the same cluster indicate the same or similar topics and the queries 
within the same cluster are used as suggestions for each other. Beeferman and Berger 
(2000) incorporated the commonly clicked URLs in their study. However, this method 
has high computational cost and cannot deal with large data. Also, Wing Shun Chan 
(2004) pointed out that this method ignored the noise relationships from the search 
engine log. Baeza-Yates (2004) built a term-weight vector to represent queries. Larry 
Fitzpatrick and Mei Dent’s study (1998) calculated the similarity of queries according 
to the relationships of URLs. Kenneth (2008) introduced an approach that captured the 
user’s conceptual preferences in order to provide personalized query suggestions.  
Bipartite Graph-based Query Suggestion 
In the user query log, nodes represent queries and URLs. Creating a bipartite graph with 
the vertices on one side corresponding to queries and on the other side to URLs, joins 
the collections of queries and the collections of click-through. The method attempts to 
find such two sets: (1) A set of disjoint similar query. (2) A set of disjoint URLs. Ma et 
al. (2010) established a user-query bipartite graph and a query-URL bipartite graph 
based on click-through. 
Many studies (Mei et al., 2008; Craswell and Szummer 2007) used a random walk-
based method for query suggestion. Mei et al. (2008) performed a random walk starting 
to find queries similar to the input query. The expected number of random walk steps 
to reach qj starting from qi.will be recorded as "hitting time" labeled on each vertex, 
the queries with the smallest hitting time were selected as the query suggestions. Yang 
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Song and Li-wei He (2008) took the clicked URLs and skipped URLs into account and 
proposed an optimal rare query suggestion framework  
2.2 Short text clustering 
Short text clustering is the clustering technique applied to short text documents. 
However, the short text contains a few words only. Normal text clustering methods such 
as K-means, C-means, Fuzzy C-means etc. do not perform well. Short text clustering 
has the issue of vector feature vector sparsity (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). Most words 
only occur once in the corpus, hence, the most frequently used text representation 
method: TF-IDF is not able to work well in short text settings.  
Enrichment by the external source 
To address this issue, some studies focus on enriching the context of data from external 
sources. Wikipedia has been shown to be a good external knowledge database for all 
types of document clustering. Spanakis et al. (2012) proposed a method that overcomes 
the classic bag of words models’ disadvantages through the exploitation of Wikipedia 
textual content and link structure. Hu et al.’s (2009) experimental results show that 
clustering performance improves significantly by enriching document representation 
with Wikipedia concepts and categories. WordNet is also commonly-used lexical 
resource that provides a manually annotated lexical database of the English language. 
Hotho et al. (2003) believe that employing the WordNet Synsets to expand the short 
text documents can perform better than using the normal Bag of Word text 
representation method. Wei et al. (2015) proposed an approach to exploit ontology 
hierarchical structure and relations to provide a more accurate assessment of the 
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similarity between terms for word sense disambiguation by WordNet. 
Build sophisticated models 
Another way to overcome the sparsity problem is to explore more models to cluster 
short texts. Yin and Wang (2014) proposed a Dirichlet multinomial mixture model for 
short text clustering. Their model can also cope with the sparse and high-dimensional 
problem of short texts and can obtain the representative words of each cluster. Latent 
Dirichlet allocation (LDA), the most commonly used topic model is another 
sophisticated model can be used in short text clustering. LDA algorithm assumes that 
documents consist of a group of topics. Each word/element is generated by a specific 
topic individually and the corresponding topic is drawn from its associated proportion 
distribution (Blei et al., 2003).  
Deep Neural Network 
With the recent revival of interest in Deep Neural Network (DNN), many studies 
concentrated on exploiting deep learning algorithms to extract features from documents. 
Deep autoencoder (DAE) has been used to learn text representation from raw data by 
Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006). With the growing popularity of word embedding 
(such as Google’s word2vec1), more and more researchers interested in neural networks 
such as Recursive Neural Network (Socher et al., 2013) and Recurrent Neural Network 
(Mikolov et al., 2011). Recently, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), applying 
convolutional filters to capture local features can provide a better performance among 
those deep learning models.  Xu et al. (2015) proposed a short text clustering via CNN 
                                                  
1 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/ 
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to learn the text representation and then using K-means to cluster them.  
However, the deep learning algorithm is an unsupervised NLP task, which requires a 
large dataset and it has high time complexity to construct the text representation. To 
address all challenges mentioned above, I plan to take advantage of the semantic 
relations presented by terms in WordNet to incorporate into the LDA model. In 
particular, I first use WordNet as the external knowledge to expand the short text.  
The short text will be mapped with the combination of source information and external 
information. At the same time, by using query’s Synsets to expand corpus, the enriched 
text representation will be concentrated on the query's various interpretation. Then I use 
the LDA model to generate topic models. Synsets are considered as distributions over 
topics/clusters. 
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3. Method 
In this section, I propose a method to improve the clustering performance on the short 
text document. I first propose three research questions of this study. Then a criterion for 
query selection will be established to ensure that queries could sample appropriate 
dataset from BYU iWeb corpus. Then I’ll add WordNet Synsets to the text 
representation to enhance clustering performance on short text documents. The 
clustering method I used in this study is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The outputs 
of LDA are topics and distribution of Synsets for each topic. At the end of this section, 
I will present an accuracy measurement to evaluate the performance of enhanced LDA 
model and will do paralleled comparisons between different queries and results. 
3.1 Research Questions 
The main research questions are:   
(RQ1) By clustering documents based on Synsets of query, can we provide search 
support for users to disambiguate query and to explore diversified results related to 
various aspect of the query?   
(RQ2) Does the introduction of Synsets from WordNet to enrich the text help to 
improve the performance of LDA model in short text clustering?  
(RQ3) What are factors that have impact on the topic coherence generated by LDA 
model? 
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3.2 WordNet 
To solve the issue of sparsity of the feature vector, we use WordNet 3.12(updated July 
22, 2012 (Princeton University, 2010). For the knowledge expansion of short texts. 
WordNet is a manually annotated lexical database of the English language. Nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms. Each group 
is called a Synset in WordNet. It provides relations among words by connections of 
Synsets. The structure of a Synset is shown in Table 1. The word “song” has 6 Synsets 
in WordNet. Each of them has Lemma, and related Synsets. Each Lemma has definition. 
                                                  
2 https://wordnet.princeton.edu 
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Table 1 Synsets of “song’ in WordNet  
Word Synsets Lemmas Definition & examples Related Synsets 
song 
Synset('song.n.01') 
Lemma('song.n.01.song'), 
Lemma('song.n.01.vocal') 
a short musical composition with words 
a successful musical must have at least 
three good songs 
hypernyms:  [Synset('musical_composition.n.01')] 
hyponyms: [Synset('anthem.n.01'), Synset('aria.n.01'), Synset('ballad.n.01'), 
Synset('barcarole.n.01'), Synset('dirge.n.01'), Synset('ditty.n.01'), 
Synset('drinking_song.n.01'), Synset('folk_song.n.01'), Synset('lied.n.01'), 
Synset('love_song.n.01'), Synset('lullaby.n.01'), Synset('oldie.n.01'), 
Synset('partsong.n.01'), Synset('prothalamion.n.01'), 
Synset('religious_song.n.01'), Synset('roundelay.n.01'), Synset('scolion.n.01'), 
Synset('serenade.n.02'), Synset('torch_song.n.01'), Synset('work_song.n.01')] 
Synset('song.n.02') Lemma('song.n.02.song') 
a distinctive or characteristic sound 
'the song of bullets was in the air', 'the song 
of the wind', 'the wheels sang their song as 
the train rocketed ahead' 
hypernyms:  [Synset('sound.n.04')] 
Synset('song.n.03') 
Lemma('song.n.03.song'), 
Lemma('song.n.03.strain') 
the act of singing 
'with a shout and a song they marched up to 
the gates' 
hypernyms:  [Synset('vocal_music.n.02')] 
hyponyms: [Synset('carol.n.02'), Synset('lullaby.n.02')] 
Synset('birdcall.n.0
1') 
Lemma('birdcall.n.01.birdcall'),Lemma('bi
rdcall.n.01.call'),Lemma('birdcall.n.01.bir
dsong'),Lemma('birdcall.n.01.song') 
the characteristic sound produced by a bird 
'a bird will not learn its song unless it hears 
it at an early age' 
hypernyms: [Synset('animal_communication.n.01')] 
hyponyms:  [Synset('bell-like_call.n.01'), Synset('two-note_call.n.01')] 
Synset('song.n.05') Lemma('song.n.05.song') 
a very small sum 
'he bought it for a song' 
hypernyms: [Synset('bargain.n.02')] 
Synset('sung.n.01') 
Lemma('sung.n.01.Sung'),Lemma('sung.n.01.Su
ng_dynasty'),Lemma('sung.n.01.Song'), 
Lemma('sung.n.01.Song_dynasty') 
the imperial dynasty of China from 
 960 to 1279; noted for art  
and literature and philosophy 
hypernyms: [Synset('dynasty.n.01')] 
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3.3 Query-term selection 
Song et al. (2007) summarize three types of queries in terms of ambiguity and 
specificity in their study:  The first one is the ambiguous query: a query that has more 
than one meaning: e.g. “java” which may refer to “java coffee” (“a beverage consisting 
of an infusion of ground coffee beans”), “java Island” (“an island in Indonesia to the 
south of Borneo”), “java” (“a platform-independent object-oriented programming 
language”). The second one is the broad query: a query that covers a variety of subtopics 
and a user might look for one of the subtopics by issuing another query: e.g. “java” 
which covers some subtopics such as "java library", "java tutorial" and "java platform". 
Usually, a user issues such a query first and then narrows it down to a subtopic. The 
last one is the clear query: a query that has a specific meaning and covers a narrow 
topic: e.g. " The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill". A user should be able to 
find high-quality results with a clear query at the top ranking results. 
In this study, I only consider the ambiguous query, based on WordNet. Proposed query 
terms will have at least 2 different Synsets  
One of our goals of this study is to understand what characteristics of the query term 
have influence on clustering results. Therefore, the number of Synsets will also be 
considered. I will select 10 terms as queries for generating the dataset for this study. 
Each query should have at least two different senses represented by its Synsets in 
WordNet. I also select queries such that half of them have 2-5 Synsets in WordNet and 
the rest have more than 5.  
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In addition, the total number of results returned by searching the query will be referred 
as data size. It plays an important role in clustering. Clustering is an unsupervised 
learning method. It is necessary to ensure that the data size is large enough to guarantee 
good performance of clustering model. On the other hand, a large-scale text dataset will 
cost prohibitively by clustering methods. Steinbach et al. (2000) lists 8 existing data 
sets that can be used in document clustering. The range of their size is from 690 to 3204 
documents. For the purposes of this study, the number of search results for each query 
term should be more than 1000 (the largest number of documents that BYU.com can 
provide us within one page) help insure good cluster results.  
3.4 Data 
I use the iWeb corpus presented by BYU corpora in our experiments, which are the 
world’s most widely used corpora (Davies, 2018). The iWeb corpus contains about 14 
billion words in 22,388,141 web pages from 94,391 websites. BYU corpus website 
provides an online search function that applies Key Word in Context index method. 
Each result was extracted from a website. The length of every result is larger than 20 
characters but smaller than 30 words. In our experiments, I sample datasets by searching 
each of the queries on BYU online search website. The two steps in sampling a single 
dataset are: 
1) Enter the selected query (such as “song”) into the search engine provided by the 
BYU iweb webpage.  
2) Collect the top 1000 returned rows of results as a single dataset. Each row will 
be considered as a single document. (See Table 2 for an example.)  
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Table 2 an example of search results returned from BYU iweb corpus 
search engine (query = “song”) 
Doc No. Context 
1    to the block center. Monster Activities Monster Song # Music Play the song " The Mice Go 
Marching " from Hap Palmers album " Rhythms on Parade " 
2   added into your library. Next time you synch up, you will see that song in your music 
library. How do I get the songs into Windows Media 
3    (member of Th' Dudes) and Herbs released Slice of Heaven, a song you are guaranteed to 
hear at any NZ sports game. # Then we have 
4    2017 12:01 AM # Hunter Gajewski # Hearing the cello that booms through the 
theme song of " Game of Thrones " gives fans goose bumps. Now, most of 
5    recorded " Ticket To Ride, " which John Lennon called the first heavy metal song. There 
was a second movie: Help! It was silly with its James 
In total, I prepared 10 queries to generate 10 sets of results as datasets using this 
sampling process for this study. They are: “cape”, “beauty”, “honey”, “kind”, “palm”, 
“mug”, “crane”, “dove”, “term” and “interest”. 
Stop words are words, which are considered as non-descriptive within a bag of words 
approach. Following common practice, the top words used in this study is a standard 
list in Python NLTK with 127 stopwords. This list of Stopwords was expanded with 
number words, ordinal words, and auxiliary verb that introduce noise in the text 
representation process. 
3.5 Text representation 
The bag of words model is widely used in information retrieval and text mining (Huang, 
2008). Words are counted in the “bag”. Each word corresponds to a dimension in the 
resulting data space and each document then becomes a vector consisting of non-
negative values on each dimension. Here term frequency will be counted as an element 
added to the word's vector for each document, which means terms that appear more 
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frequently are more important and descriptive in the text representation of a document. 
Suppose I have a short text dataset D that includes N documents and M individual words.  
 D = {𝑑ଵ, 𝑑ଶ, … , 𝑑ே} (D𝜖𝑅ே×ெ) (1) 
Let W = {𝑤ଵ, 𝑤ଶ, … , 𝑤௠} be the complete vocabulary set of the document corpus D 
after stopwords removal. The term frequency of word 𝑤௝  of document 𝑑௜ is defined 
as: 
 𝑡௜௝ = tf(𝑤௝, 𝑑௜) (2) 
 tf൫w௝ , D൯ = ෍ 𝑡𝑓(
ௗ௜∈஽
𝑤௝ , 𝑑௜) (3) 
 tf(𝑊, d௜) = ෍ 𝑡𝑓(
௪௝∈ௐ
𝑤௝ , 𝑑௜) (4) 
However, a text corpus full of rare, i.e. very low-frequency) terms, or terms that occur 
only once in the corpus, will be converted as a sparse matrix, especially in short text. 
Song et al. (2007) have investigated how pruning rare terms affect results by pre-
defined threshold (∂ = 0, 5, 30). However, they found that setting thresholds did not 
help a lot for identifying appropriate clusters in their experiments, since high data 
dimensionality requires large datasets (Dolnicar, 2002), it is still necessary to have a 
threshold in short text clustering. In addition, the threshold can also help to filter the 
unrelated word vectors after expanding the text representation in the next section. 
Therefore, I set a threshold ∂ = 5 to prune rare terms that affect results, a term 𝑤௝ 
will be discarded from the text representation if tf൫w௝ , D൯ ≤ ∂.  
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Based on the basic document representation, I can initialize our term vector 𝑇௝: 
 𝑇௝ = [𝑡௜ଵ, 𝑡௜ଶ, … , 𝑡௜௠] (5) 
where i denotes the i’th document. Using 𝑇௜ as the i’th row, I construct the n × m 
document-term matrix T. This matrix will be integrated with Synset matrix later to 
construct an improved text representation for short text. 
3.6 Compiling WordNet into the short text representation 
In contrast to normal text clustering, short text clustering has the sparse matrix problem. 
Most words only occur once in each short text document. Hence the term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) cannot work well in this short text setting. In 
addition, polysemy and synonymy are two important attributes that should be 
considered in text representation and they are also fundamental problems in text 
clustering. Ignoring them in the vectorization will result in unsatisfactory performance 
of text clustering. In the initial text representation, synonyms will be considered as 
unrelated words, on the other hand, polysemes will be mistakenly considered as one 
word. To address this problem, I introduce WordNet as an external source to enrich the 
context of data. WordNet provides Synsets for each word (Wei et al., 2014). It can help 
us to unravel the semantic relatedness between terms and disambiguate the polysemous 
and synonymous terms. Based on WordNet, I could extend the bag-of-words model 
involving Synsets to represent the short text.
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Table 3 Synsets Description of “song” in WordNet 
Word 
Synsets 
(Syn(wj)) 
Description of Synsets 
Lemma Gloss Related words 
Song 
Syn (Song#1): 
Synset('song.n.01')  
{'song', 'vocal'} 
{ 'words', 'short', 'songs', 'good', 
'musical', 'composition', 'least', 
'successful'} 
{'dirge', 'requiem', 'berceuse', 'piece', 'folksong', 'love_song', 'prothalamion', 'roundelay', 
'folk_song', 'barcarole', 'aria', 'scolion', 'lay', 'musical_composition', 'love-song', 'torch_song', 
'threnody', 'drinking_song', 'lullaby', 'serenade', 'ballad', 'prothalamium', 'piece_of_music', 
'partsong', 'folk_ballad', 'composition', 'opus', 'lament', 'religious_song', 'anthem', 
'banquet_song', 'barcarolle', 'work_song', 'lied', 'coronach', 'golden_oldie', 'cradlesong', 'ditty', 
'oldie'} 
Syn (Song#2): 
Synset('song.n.02')  
{'song'} 
{'wheels', 'song', 'sang', 
'distinctive', 'train', 'air', 
'characteristic', 'bullets', 'sound', 
'rocketed', 'wind', 'ahead'} 
{'sound'} 
Syn (Song#3): 
Synset('song.n.03') 
{'song', 'strain'} 
{'gates', 'song', 'shout', 'marched', 
'act', 'singing'} 
{'vocal_music', 'lullaby', 'carol', 'cradlesong'} 
Syn (Song#4) 
Synset('birdcall.n.
01') 
{'call', 'song', 'birdcall', 
'birdsong'} 
{'hears', 'song', 'age', 'bird', 'early', 
'unless', 'characteristic', 'learn', 
'sound', 'produced'} 
{'animal_communication', 'bell-like_call', 'two-note_call'} 
Syn (Song#5): 
Synset('song.n.05') 
{'song'} {'song', 'sum', 'bought', 'small'} {'bargain', 'steal', 'buy'} 
Syn (Song#6): 
Synset('sung.n.01') 
{'Sung_dynasty', 'Sung', 
'Song', 'Song_dynasty'} 
{'literature', 'imperial', 'dynasty', 
'China', 'art', 'noted', 'philosophy'} 
{'dynasty'} 
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Description of Synset in WordNet 
In WordNet, the first sense of word “song” as shown in Table 3 is Synset (‘song.n.01’) 
includes three parts: a set of synonymous words, definition, and examples of the word 
(Song), a set of words having relation with the Synset. I combine the three parts into a 
big set of words (removing duplicates) as the description of the ith Synset of word 𝑤௝ 
shown as Table 3. Then the description of Syn(w௝#௜) can be defined as: 
 Syn൫w௝#௜൯ = ቀLemma൫w௝#௜൯ ∪ Gloss൫w௝#௜൯ ∪ Related ൫w௝#௜൯ቁ ∩ stopwords (6) 
Where the Lemma(w௝#௜) is the set of words that constitute the ith Synset of word 𝑤௝ . 
The Gloss(w௝#௜) is the set of word that constitutes the definition and examples in the 
ith Synset of word 𝑤௝. The Related (w௝#௜) is the union of the hypernym, hyponym, 
meronym, holonym and troponym in the ith Synset of word 𝑤௝ . This description is 
based on the definition of a description of a Synset given by Wei et al. (2014). Based 
on above instruction, the description of Synset(‘song.n.01’) is Syn (song#1) that can be 
divided into 3 parts: Lemma(‘song#1’), Gloss( ‘song#1’) and Related(‘song#1’).  
Synsets of a word in WordNet 
Most words in English are polysemous. To enrich the representation of short text 
documents, I need to uncover all possible relations between words. Synsets provided 
by WordNet can address this issue. One single word may have several Synsets. The 
word “song” has 6 Synsets in Wordnet as shown in Table 3. For the purpose of 
illustration, I define the Synsets of a word as below: 
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 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑤௝) = ൛Syn൫w௝#ଵ൯, Syn൫w௝#ଶ൯, … , Syn൫w௝#௡൯ൟ (7) 
Where the #n represents the nth Synset presented by WordNet for word 𝑤௝ . By using 
this set of Synset descriptions, I can measure the similarity between each pair of words.  
Generating Synset list by Query term 
WordNet provides part of the relationships among word but doesn’t cover all possible 
relations between Synsets. For example, it encodes no direct link between the Synsets 
Java and C, although they are clearly related. Thus, Banerjee and Pedersen (2003) 
presented a new measure of semantic relatedness that is based on the number of shared 
words (overlaps) in their descriptions. Our study simplifies their measurement, by 
counting word overlaps between descriptions of Synsets to find the relationship 
between the query term and context terms. Then I generate the Synset list based on their 
semantic relatedness. Synsets of context terms that have words overlap with Synsets of 
query term will be considered into the Synset list. This process can be written as: 
For each word wj in the document 𝑑ఋ  (𝛿 ∈ (1 … 𝑁): 
 If Syn൫w௝#௫൯ ∩ Syn൫w௤௨௘௥௬
#௬ ൯ ≠ ∅ ൫𝑥𝜖(1 … 𝑛), 𝑦 ∈ (1 … 𝑚)൯: (8) 
 𝑉ఋ = 𝑉ఋ ∪ {𝑆𝑦𝑛(w௝#௫)} (9) 
Where 𝑤௤௨௘௥௬  is the query term that I selected to generate the set of documents from 
the main corpus. This query has m Synsets in WordNet. 𝑤௝ represents a word in the 
document which has n Synsets in the WordNet. By repeatedly comparing each Synset 
description  Syn൫w௝#௫൯  in 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑤௝)  with each one of the Synset description 
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Syn൫w௤௨௘௥௬
#௬ ൯ in 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑤௤௨௘௥௬), if a word overlap occurs, I will assume the term wj is 
related to the query and add this Synset description Syn൫w௝#௡൯ into the Synset list 𝑉ఋ. 
For instance, the word “music” in document 1(Table 2) also appears in Syn(′Song#ଵ′) 
(Table 1), which means the Syn(music) has word overlaps with Syn(‘song’). Hence, 
Syn(‘music’) will be added into Synset list Vఋ .  
After going through every word, except the query term, in the document, I join the 
result Synset list 𝑉ఋ with the Synsets of query 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑤௤௨௘௥௬) to finalize Synset list: 
 Vఋ = 𝑉ఋ ∪ 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑤௤௨௘௥௬) (10) 
Now, in the example, Vఋ  has two 2 elements: Syn(‘music’) and Syn(‘song’). 
The reason that I only consider one Synset instead of all Synsets of the word is to reduce 
the sparsity of text representation matrix. Actually, I can not only enrich the term vector 
to overcome the sparseness of short text data but can also centralize the information to 
better fit the clustering method. The Synset list is built based on comparing query's 
Synsets with context words’ Synset. This method could make sure that all Synsets 
considered into the text representation later are closely related to the query term. In the 
next step, I will apply this list to expand the word vector initializing by the text 
representation.  
Expansion of short text documents 
In this section, I first define the Synset frequency 𝑠𝑓(𝑆𝑦𝑛(w௬#௫), 𝑑ఋ) to represent the 
sum of the frequency of all terms in the Synset occurred in document 𝑑ఋ . I will go 
through every single word wj occurring in the Synset and calculate the term frequency 
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of wj in document 𝑑ఋ . The value of Synset frequency for this particular Synset equals 
the sum of the frequency of all terms in the document.   
 𝑠𝑓(𝑆𝑦𝑛(w௬#௫), 𝑑ఋ)  = tf൫ ൛𝑤௝ ∈ Wห𝑤௝ ∈ Syn(w௬#௫) ൟ, 𝑑ఋ) (𝑆𝑦𝑛൫w௬#௫൯ ∈ Vఋ) (11) 
Using equation (4), I can have: 
 𝑠𝑓(𝑆𝑦𝑛(w௬#௫), 𝑑ఋ) = ෍ 𝑡𝑓(
௪௝∈ቄ{୵∈୛| ௪ೕ∈ୗ୷୬(୵೤#ೣ)ቅ
𝑤௝ , 𝑑ఋ)  (12) 
Then, I can form a Synsets matrix 𝑆ఋ: 
 𝑆ఋ = [𝑠ఋଵ, 𝑠ఋଶ, … , 𝑠ఋ௟] (13) 
Where l = |Vఋ|. 𝛿 represents the document 𝑑ఋ . 
Let 𝑇′ఋ  be the enriched term vector. I replace the term vector 𝑇ఋ  by the concatenation 
of the initial term matrix 𝑇ఋ  and Synset matrix 𝑆ఋ as the enriched term vector: 
 𝑇′ఋ = 𝑇ఋ + 𝑆ఋ = [𝑡ఋଵ, 𝑡ఋଶ, … , 𝑡ఋ௠ , 𝑠ఋଵ, 𝑠ఋଶ, … , 𝑠ఋ௟] (14) 
In practice, both “music” and the ‘song’ appears once in document 1. Both two words 
belong to Syn(‘song’).  So, sf (Syn(‘song’), d1) =1+1=2 and the Synset matrix can be:  
𝑆௘௫௔௠௣௟௘ଵ =
𝑆௦௢௡௚ 𝑆௠௨௦௜௖  …
2 1 …
  
Therefore, document1 in the example can be represented by below matrix: 
𝑇′௘௫௔௠௣௟௘ ଵ =  ቀ
𝑡௦௢௡௚ … 𝑆௦௢௡௚
1 … 2
ቁ  
In this method, a term that also appeared in WordNet Synsets would be accounted at 
least three times in the new vector representation. i.e., once a part of initial term’s 
column and at least twice at the Synset column: once in its Synset column, once in the 
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query term’s column. 
3.7 Latent Dirichlet Allocation in Clustering 
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. The 
basic idea is that documents are represented as a distribution over latent topics, where 
each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. In this study, I use Synsets 
instead of words. After optimizing parameters by equation (16), the model will divide 
corpus D into k topics. Each topic will be covered by Synsets. Every topic is formed by 
15 Synsets ranked by probability. For instant, document 1 in Table 2 can be clustered 
in Topic 1 which consist of Synset (song.n.01) with 60% and Synset (music.n.01) 15% 
and etc. 
LDA assumes the following generative process for each document di in a corpus D and 
K topics: 
1. For each topic k, draw 𝛽௞ ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝜂), 𝑘 = 1 … 𝐾 
2. For each document, 𝑑௜ draw 𝜃 ~ Dirichlet(α), d = 1, … , D 
3. For each of word 𝑤௝  in 𝑑௜: 
a) Choose a topic 𝑧௝  from 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜃)  
b) Choose a word 𝑤௝  from 𝑝(𝑤௝ห𝑧௝ , 𝛽൯ , a multinomial probability conditioned 
on the topic 𝑧௝. 
For parameter estimation, the posterior distribution is: 
 𝑝(𝑧, 𝜃, 𝛽|𝑤, 𝛼, 𝑛) =
𝑝(𝑧, 𝜃, 𝛽|𝛼, 𝜂)
𝑝(𝑤|𝛼, 𝜂)
 (15) 
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Since the posterior is intractable, variational Bayesian method uses a simpler 
distribution 𝑞(𝑧, 𝜃, 𝛽|𝜆, 𝜙, 𝜏)  to approximate it, and those variational parameters 
𝜆, 𝜙, 𝜏 are optimized to maximize the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) 
 log 𝑃(𝑤|𝛼, 𝜂) ≥ 𝐿(𝑤, 𝜙, 𝜏, 𝜆)
≜ 𝐸௤[log 𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝛽|𝛼, 𝜂)] − 𝐸௤[log 𝑝(𝑧, 𝜃, 𝛽)] 
(16) 
3.8 Evaluation 
Definition of coherent topic 
Frist, I define the concept of “coherent topic”.  The LDA model will divide documents 
into topics. Each of them may contain one or more Synsets associate with query term. 
A topic that has only one majority Synset can be labeled based on the definition of the 
major Synset, because the content of documents that are clustered into this topic may 
closely relate to the major Synset. Part B in Figures 2-11 (Appendix) depict details of 
topics. If a topic has a majority Synset, where the percentage of this Synset is bigger or 
equal to 50 in the pie chart, this topic will be considered as coherent. For example, in 
Figure 1b, the percentage of Synset “beauty.n.03” is 84% in Topic 3, bigger than 50%. 
Proportions of Synsets in Topic 1 and 2 are close to evenly distributed. Therefore, Topic 
3 is coherent in our results, but Topic 1 and 2 are not. By identifying coherent ss, we 
can learn more about the relations between Synsets of query and topics to find the 
answer of RQ1: by clustering documents based on Synsets of query, can we provide 
search support for users to disambiguate query and to explore diversified results related 
to various aspect of the query? 
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Fig 1. instruction of results 
Explanation of the results display 
To address the three research questions, I will display the result in three parts. Part A 
represents the structure of query’s Synsets in WordNet. Part B shows topics that are 
generated from LDA model. Each topic is composed of one or more Synsets associated 
with query term. Having parts A and B, the question of whether the Synset structure has 
influence on Topic distribution can be demonstrated. Part C presents the distribution of 
the top 15 Synsets that formed each Topic. The shade of color depicts the frequency of 
occurrence for each Synsets. Through this chart, we can explore characteristics that 
coherent topics have to address RQ3: What factors impact on the topic coherence 
generated by LDA model?  
beauty.n.01
37%
beauty.n.03
29%
smasher.n.02
34%
beauty.n.01
34%
beauty.n.03
35%
smasher.n.02
31%
beauty.n.01
16%
beauty.n.03
84%
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
The diagonal 
represents the 
size of synset: 
total number of 
words in each 
synset
Query “beauty” has three synsets: “beauty.n.
01”(the qualities that give pleasure to the 
senses),”beauty.n.03”(an outstanding example 
of its kind),”smasher.n.02”(a very attractive 
or seductive looking woman) in WordNet. 
There are 2 words appear in 
both in “beauty.n.01” and 
“smasher.n.02”. 
The intersection 
between “smasher.n.02” 
and “beauty.n.03” is 
empty
Overall results, where 
the top 15 synsets of 
topics(shown as below) 
can be combined into 3 
query sysnets to 
represent the 
constitution of each 
topic. 
Topic 3 consists of Synset: 
beauty.n.03(84%) and beauty.n.
01(16%) 
which means documents 
clustered in topic 3 have higher 
probability talking about 
something 
outstanding(beauty.n.03(84%) 
Acme.n.01 that 
appears in two 
topics (topic 1 and 
2), but didn’t 
appear in topic 3  
is display by dark 
gray 
B. Query term’s synsets distribution on each topic
 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of N=0
N equals the number of 
words that appeared in all 
three Synsets
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Act.v.01 that 
appears only in one 
topics (topic 2)  is 
displayed by light 
gray
Synsets beauty.n.01 beauty.n.03 smasher.n.02
beauty.n.01 27 1 2
beauty.n.03 1 17 0
smasher.n.02 2 0 12
 
Synsets Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 
acme.n.01    
appearance.n.01    
architecture.n.02    
dedicate.v.02    
matchless.s.01    
shrub.n.01    
act.v.01    
add.v.06    
adorned.a.01    
antique.n.02    
assemble.v.01    
be.v.01    
beauty.n.03    
boom.n.03    
brunet.a.01    
change.v.01    
choose.v.01    
construct.v.01    
cover.v.15    
cut.v.06    
cut.v.22    
ephemeral.s.01    
exemplar.n.01    
extraordinary.a.01    
facial.n.02    
flower.n.01    
form.v.02    
good.a.01    
makeover.n.01    
manicure.n.01    
mar.v.01    
market.v.01    
pedicure.n.01    
salon.n.02    
shop.n.01    
sleep.n.03    
summer.n.02    
try.v.01    
woman.n.01    
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Evaluation criteria 
In this study, accuracy will be calculated as evaluation criteria to measure the 
performance of clustering algorithm. Since I have already filtered topics by coherence 
as described above, only coherent topics will be considered in evaluation, because only 
coherent topics can provide us a single label from their major Synset’s definition in 
WordNet. Accuracy can measure the performance of LDA model in short text clustering 
to address RQ2: Does the introduction of synonymies represented by Synsets in 
WordNet help to improve the performance of LDA model in short text clustering? To 
measure the accuracy, I will generate the labels manually by human identification. This 
human identification will assign each document a topic number based on the meaning 
of query term in context. Then the topic number identified by human will be compared 
with the topic number generated by LDA model. If they are the same, the document is 
correctly clustered into the topic. Then, the results of accuracy equal to the number of 
documents that are correctly clustered into the topics over the total number of 
documents that are clustered into the topic  
Comparison methods  
This study performs clustering on the expanded short texts. Results that are generated 
by the proposed method will be compared with a baseline of clustering results using 
LDA with no expansion (baseline). I will investigate which query characteristics 
influence the performance of our proposed method by using queries that have different 
number of Synsets in WordNet. Doing comparison in this study is an important step in 
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solving RQ2 and RQ3. 
3.9 Code 
The program was coded by Python, and has been archived at: https://github.com/Mia-
Wang/master-paper  
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4. Results and discussion 
Table 4. Total number of topics and coherent topics 
Query  Number of Topics Number of Coherent Topics 
cape 2 2 
beauty 3 1 
honey 4 2 
kind 4 2 
palm 5 4 
mug 5 1 
crane 6 2 
dove 8 4 
term 9 1 
interest 10 1 
Total 55 20 
 
4.1 Coherent topics and the total number of topics  
Figures 2-11 (Appendix) show the detailed results for each query term. Table 4 shows 
the number of topics, and the number of coherent topics for each query. The LDA model 
generates 55 topics in total. 36% of them are coherent topics. For example, Figure 2 
(see Appendix) shows that documents collected by query “cape”, are clustered into 2 
topics. Both of the two topics are coherent. However, with an increasing number of 
topics, the proportion of coherent topics tends to be decreased as shown in Table 4. 
Only one out of ten is a coherent topic in Figure 11. In this study, the number of topics 
generated by LDA is set to be the number of the Synsets associated with query term. 
Thus, a perfect clustering would produce topics such that each topic representing one 
Synset. In practice, however, the content of each topic includes multiple Synsets. 
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The results suggest that queries with fewer Synsets, which represent different meaning 
of the query term, tend to perform better in the proposed clustering algorithm.   
4.2 Coherent topics and distribution of Synsets 
In this study, a topic is formed by a group of Synsets. The distribution of Synsets over 
a topic may also have an influence on this topic's coherence. Figures 2-11 (C) display 
the top 15 Synsets for each topic. Each shaded cell marks that the Synset appeared in 
the topic. The darker shaded cells contribute to multiple topics. The average number of 
distinct Synsets (appear in only one topic) per topic is 9.  65% of coherent topics have 
a larger number of distinct Synsets than the average. This suggests that the more distinct 
Synsets a topic has, the more likely it is to be coherent.   
As mentioned above the distribution of Synsets across topics is not the only factor that 
has an impact on topic coherence. The total number of Synsets associate with query 
term also influences coherence. When the total number of Synsets is less than 5, all 
coherent topics have more distinct Synsets than the average.  However, when the total 
number of topics increases to 8, 55% of the coherent topics have less distinct Synsets 
than average. This phenomenon indicates that when the number of Synsets associated 
with query term is small, the distribution of Synsets has more influence on the topic 
coherence. On the other hand, when the number of Synsets associated with query 
increases, the distribution of Synsets will no longer be the strongest influence on 
clustering performance. The number of Synsets may have more influence on the 
coherence of topics. 
However, not all documents can be clearly clustered based on the query’s Synsets. Most 
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of them are vague and overlap with each other. Synsets in 25% of the topics were more 
evenly distributed such as Synsets in Topics 1 and 2 (Figure 3b). The similarity in their 
proportions makes it difficult to determine which word sense a document refers to. For 
example, in Topics 1 and 2, Synsets smasher.n.02 (a very attractive or seductive looking 
woman), beauty.n.01 (the qualities that give pleasure to the senses), and beauty.n.03 (an 
outstanding example of its kind) are almost identical in size. This result speaks to the 
research question of this study. A search engine may not be able to provide documents 
that fulfill the precise user need based on the user’s query terms without any external 
support because the search engine cannot determine the correct word sense used in the 
document.  
4.3 Query suggestion 
This study can provide an approach to generate a ranked query suggestion by improving 
the click-through based query suggestion algorithm (RQ1). When the user enters a 
query, the search log records each document they clicked on. Then we can determine 
which topic that document would belong to, and record that topic’s Synset distribution. 
We can easily rank the Synsets based on their proportions in the topic them and convert 
Synsets as query suggestions by their definitions. For example, Topic 1 in Figure 3.b 
provides a distribution with the following percentages: beauty.n.01 37%, smasher.n.02 
34%, beauty.n.03 29%.  If the user clicks a document that belongs to Topic 1, then the 
system will record these percentages for ranking. With proportion, the system can 
weight each Synset to generate a rank. Finally, the system will provide users a list of 
ranked query suggestion that is generated by the definitions of entire ranked Synsets. 
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4.4 Query’s Synsets in WordNet 
Synsets in WordNet can be similar to with each other. In this study, the description of a 
Synset is a set of words appeared in WordNet. If two Synsets have a common word, 
this word is an overlapping word for these two Synsets. The similarity between the two 
Synsets is measured by overlapping words appeared in these two Synsets. The more 
overlapping words they have, the more similar they are. For example, Table 3 shows 
word “sound” appears both in Synset(‘birdcall.n.01’) and Synset(‘song.n.02’). “sound” 
is an overlapping word of these two Synsets. On the other hand, Synset(‘song.n.02’) 
has no overlapping words with Synset(‘song.n.03’). Therefore, Synset(‘song.n.02’) is 
more similar to Synset(‘birdcall.n.01’) than Synset(‘song.n.03’). 
There are 55 Synsets among 10 datasets. The average number of words per Synset is 
14. 56% of these Synsets contain one or more words that also appear in another Synset. 
41% of Synsets only have one word-intersection. 23% of them have two words that 
overlap with other Synsets. 32% of them have more than two over-lapping words. Part 
B of the results figures represents these intersections. Similar Synsets that have more 
overlapping words are more likely to appear in the same pie chart. For example, in 
Figure 1a, there are 2 words that appear both in “beauty.n.01” and “smasher.n.02”, 
“entity” and “object” There is one appeared both in “beauty.n.01” and “beauty.n.03”. 
But there are no common words between “beauty.n.03” and “smasher.n.02”. In 
Figure1b, the three Synsets are all part of Topic 1 and Topic 2 but Topic 3 only consists 
of beauty.n.03 and beauty.n.01. However, it not always reflects the relation exactly. The 
increasing number of Synsets a query has will weaken the influence of the Synsets 
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relation as shown in Figure 11.   
4.5 Additional Observations 
Query “beauty”: Query “beauty” only has 3 Synsets (Table 4). Figure 3 shows results 
generated by the LDA model for query "beauty”. Topic 3 is coherent. One of the 
possible reasons is all Synsets shown in Figure 3c for topic 3 are distinct. Result shows 
that 84% of the content of Topic 3 is about "beauty.n.03" (“an outstanding example of 
its kind”). Another possible reason for coherent Topic 3 is that the Synsets in Topic 3 
have fewer overlapping words than average which means Synsets in Topic 3 are less 
similar than others Synsets. Figure 3a shows that “beauty.n.03” and “smasher.n.02” 
have no overlapping word, which means they are more likely to be distinguishable. 
Query “palm”: Figure 6 shows results generated by the LDA model for query "palm”. 
The results of “palm” are unusual. In Figure 6a, only 50% of Synsets in Figure 6c are 
distinct. But Topics 2, 3, 4 and 5 are coherent. 51% of Topic 2, 66% of Topic 3, and 55% 
of Topic 4 are closely related to “palm.n.03” (“any plant of the family Palmae having 
an unbranched trunk crowned by large pinnate or palmate leaves”). After reviewing the 
raw data set, I found that one possible reason for this phenomenon is that the total 
number of documents related to Synset “palm.n.03” is much large than other Synsets. 
The meaning of word “palm” in 69.8% of documents is closely related to “palm.n.03”.  
Query “crane” and “dove”: Figures 8 and 9 shows results generated by the LDA model 
for query "crane” and “dove”. In Figure 8, only two topics are coherent in Figure 8b. 
Documents in Topic 3 and 6 have 59%, and 93% probability (respectively) that they are 
mainly talking about “crane.v.01” (“stretch (the neck) so as to see better”). 22% of 
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Synsets in Figure 8c are distinct.  
In Figure 9, only three topics are coherent in Figure 9b. Documents in Topics 3, 5 and 
7 have 59%, 68%, 53% probability (respectively that they are talking about “dive.v.01” 
(“drop steeply”). Topic 6 has 71% probability related to “dove.n.01” (“any of numerous 
small pigeons”). 45% of Synsets in Figure 9c are distinct. Neither of these two queries 
was clustered coherently. The possible reason of this phenomenon is that both “crane” 
and “dove” can also be a family name. But WordNet doesn’t include any Synsets related 
to the sense of family name. Therefore, missing synonyms can also lead to bad 
performance of clustering.  
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4.6 Performance 
Table 5. General performance comparison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6. Performance of coherent topic and the number of documents in topics. 
Datasets (query) Cape beauty honey Kind palm 
Coherent Topic T1 T2 T3 T2 T4 T2 T3 T2 T3 T4 T5 
Accuracy 88% 56% 78% 60% 13% 88% 92% 70% 88% 87% 75% 
Proportion of 
Documents belong 
to the Topic 
97.7% 
2.3
% 
4.1% 
3.3
% 
3.7% 6.4% 8.4% 
23.0
% 
11.2
% 
35.6
% 
12.8% 
Datasets (queries) cape beauty Honey Kind palm mug Crane dove Term interest 
Accuracy 83% 78% 35% 92% 75% 96% 54% 23% 58% 52% 
Baseline 32% 29% 20% 35% 30% 60% 21% 16% 25% 22% 
Datasets (query) Mug Crane dove term interest 
Coherent Topic T4 T3 T6 T3 T5 T6 T7 T5 T10 
Accuracy 96% 50% 58% 63% 20% 40% 63% 58% 52% 
Proportion of 
Documents belong to 
the Topic 
10.4% 3.2% 12% 11.8% 3.7% 4.1% 33.4% 5.3% 2.8% 
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Tables 5 and 6 show accuracy measures for the clustering of documents into topics. 
Accuracy is calculated as the number of documents that are correctly clustered into the 
topics divided by the total number of documents that are clustered into the topic. Table 
5 compares the LDA enhancement model with a baseline LDA clustering approach. The 
baseline of this study is using bag of word method without WordNet Synset expansion 
to represent text and then clustering them by LDA model. To answer RQ2 I examine 
the LDA model performance of the baseline and the enhanced clustering algorithm 
proposed by this study. Table 5 shows the results. The proposed approach outperforms 
the normal LDA model with 7% difference for “dove” and 57% difference for “kind”. 
Based on these results the answer to RQ2 is that the introduction of synonymies 
represented by Synsets in WordNet does help to improve the performance of LDA 
model in short text clustering. Table 6 shows the accuracy of all coherent topics and the 
proportion of documents that belong to the coherent topics over all documents. 
Comparing the accuracy and proportion of documents, the influence of number of 
documents on performance of LDA model can be explored. Results indicate that when 
the proportion of documents that belong to a topic is small, such as cape: Topic 2 (2.3%) 
and honey Topic 4 (3.7%), the performance of clustering documents to the topic will be 
less than satisfactory with only 56% and 13% respectively. Hence, the proportion of 
document for a topic is a factor that impacts on the performance of clustering for 
coherent topics.  
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5. Conclusion and future work 
We have proposed an enhanced topic model (LDA) that combines Synsets from 
WordNet as external knowledge with LDA to cluster short text document and provide 
ranked query suggestions. The algorithm can deal with both short text clustering and 
ambiguous query. As I expand the WordNet Synsets as an external knowledge to the 
documents, this approach can largely outperform traditional LDA model using "bag of 
words". When topics in results are not coherent, a ranked suggestion can still be 
provided based on the Topic Synsets distribution. The experimental results also confirm 
the great influence of Synsets structure in WordNet on topic Synsets distribution. In 
addition, the more Synsets a query term has, the more complicated the topic model 
results are. In this study, I found three main factors to answer the research question 1: 
1) Synsets associate with query: the number of overlapping words the query's Synset 
has, and the number of Synsets query has 2) Distribution of Synsets on Topics: whether 
the Synsets are distinct? 3) The number of documents in the corpus. As to future work, 
I plan to evaluate our model on other datasets so as to verify its robustness. I also want 
to investigate and quantify the determinants of topic model coherence, i.e. the number 
of Synsets associated with query term, number of distinct Synsets, word overlapping 
among Synsets, as well as number of documents to see who will have a greater influence 
on topic coherence?
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Appendix: Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
B. Query term’s synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 2. Results of “cape”
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62%
cape.n.02
38%
cape.n.01
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cape.n.02
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Synset Topic1 Topic2 
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belong_to.v.01   
boom.v.01   
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cloak.n.02   
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grain.v.02   
house.n.01   
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land.n.04   
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look.n.03   
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make.v.42   
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wish.v.02   
 
Synsets cape.n.01 cape.n.02
cape.n.01 15 0
cape.n.02 0 12
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 3. Results of “beauty”
 
Synsets Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 
acme.n.01    
appearance.n.01    
architecture.n.02    
dedicate.v.02    
matchless.s.01    
shrub.n.01    
act.v.01    
add.v.06    
adorned.a.01    
antique.n.02    
assemble.v.01    
be.v.01    
beauty.n.03    
boom.n.03    
brunet.a.01    
change.v.01    
choose.v.01    
construct.v.01    
cover.v.15    
cut.v.06    
cut.v.22    
ephemeral.s.01    
exemplar.n.01    
extraordinary.a.01    
facial.n.02    
flower.n.01    
form.v.02    
good.a.01    
makeover.n.01    
manicure.n.01    
mar.v.01    
market.v.01    
pedicure.n.01    
salon.n.02    
shop.n.01    
sleep.n.03    
summer.n.02    
try.v.01    
woman.n.01    
beauty.n.01
37%
beauty.n.03
29%
smasher.n.02
34%
beauty.n.01
34%
beauty.n.03
35%
smasher.n.02
31%
beauty.n.01
16%
beauty.n.03
84%
Synsets beauty.n.01 beauty.n.03 smasher.n.02
beauty.n.01 27 1 2
beauty.n.03 1 17 0
smasher.n.02 2 0 12
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 4. Results of “honey”
beloved.n.01
24%
honey.n.01
49%
honey.s.01
12%
honey.v.01
15%
beloved.n.01
6%
honey.n.01
6%
honey.s.01
88%
beloved.n.01
18%
honey.n.01
45%
honey.s.01
17%
honey.v.01
20%
Topic 4
beloved.n.01
87%
honey.n.01
13%
Synsets Topic1 Topic1 Topic3 Topic4 
sweetening.n.01     
beloved.n.01     
candy.n.01     
cup.n.03     
fructose.n.01     
granola.n.01     
hive.v.01     
honey.n.01     
honeybee.n.01     
honeycomb.n.01     
shrub.n.01     
sweeten.v.01     
baklava.n.01     
beekeeper.n.01     
beekeeping.n.01     
beginning.n.02     
bell_ringer.n.03     
bird.n.02     
birth.n.01     
bowl.n.01     
chemical.n.01     
chicken.n.01     
concern.n.04     
design.n.01     
direction.n.03     
distressing.s.01     
egg.n.02     
fag_end.n.01     
fish.n.02     
game.n.07     
herb.n.01     
initiation.n.02     
    
k.n.07     
leg.n.05     
locust_tree.n.01     
long.r.01     
lover.n.01     
mead.n.03     
offer.n.02     
price.n.02     
side.n.09     
spice.n.02     
steel.n.01     
stove.n.01     
test.n.05     
well.r.02     
 
Synsets beloved.n.01 honey.n.01 honey.s.01 honey.v.01
beloved.n.01 10 0 0 0
honey.n.01 0 8 0 0
honey.s.01 0 0 3 0
honey.v.01 0 1 0 5
2
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 5. Results of “kind”
Topic 4
piece.n.05     
please.v.02     
populate.v.01     
produce.v.02     
raise.v.07     
raise.v.09     
rather.r.02     
reaction.n.07     
sad.s.02     
spectator.n.01     
take.v.09     
taste.n.05     
touch.v.03     
try.v.01     
wedge.n.06     
wish.v.02     
 
kind.a.01
23%
kind.n.01
33%
kind.s.02
23%
kind.s.03
21%
kind.a.01
5%
kind.n.01
85%
kind.s.02
5%
kind.s.03
5%
Topic 3
kind.n.01
93%
kind.s.02
7%
Synsets kind.a.01 kind.n.01 kind.s.02 kind.s.03
kind.a.01 18 0 0 0
kind.n.01 0 33 0 0
kind.s.02 0 0 14 0
kind.s.03 0 0 0 8
kind.a.01
21%
kind.n.01
45%
kind.s.02
17%
kind.s.03
17%
Synset Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 
develop.v.12     
like.n.02     
brand.n.02     
craft.n.03     
develop.v.01     
industry.n.01     
kind.n.01     
like.n.01     
achiever.n.01     
act.v.01     
actual.s.03     
assemble.v.01     
attach_to.v.01     
be.v.01     
better.a.01     
category.n.02     
change.v.01     
change.v.06     
constantly.r.01     
cook.v.02     
desire.v.01     
either.r.01     
far.r.03     
film.v.02     
fly.n.05     
foil.n.02     
know.v.05     
logic.n.02     
make.v.03     
newfangled.s.01     
noise.n.01     
nourish.v.01     
people.n.01     
person.n.01     
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 6. Results of “palm”
Topic 4
decoration.n.02
18%
handle.v.04
47%
palm.n.01
15%
palm.n.02
13%
palm.n.03
7% decoration.n.02
16%
palm.n.01
9%
palm.n.02
9%
palm.n.03
66%
decoration.n.02
16%
handle.v.04
10%
palm.n.01
14%
palm.n.02
9%
palm.n.03
51%
decoration.n.02
14%
handle.v.04
4%
palm.n.01
18%
palm.n.02
9%
palm.n.03
55%
decoration.n.02
10%
handle.v.04
52%
palm.n.01
38%
Topic 5
Synset decoration.n.02 handle.v.04 palm.n.01 palm.n.02 palm.n.03
decoration.n.02 39 0 0 0 0
handle.v.04 0 12 0 0 0
palm.n.01 0 0 10 1 0
palm.n.02 0 0 1 9 0
palm.n.03 0 0 0 0 39
linden.n.02      
manipulate.v.02      
move.v.02      
nut.n.01      
palm.n.02      
palmar.a.01      
palmetto.n.01      
palmistry.n.01      
pass.v.05      
release.v.08      
right.a.01      
right.n.05      
sell.v.01      
slip.v.07      
travel.v.01      
use.v.01      
vegetable_oil.n.01      
 
Synsets Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 
area.n.03      
metroxylon.n.01      
palmae.n.01      
shrub.n.01      
tree.n.01      
civet.n.01      
move.v.03      
palm.n.01      
palm.n.03      
phoenix.n.02      
rattan.n.01      
roystonea.n.01      
sabal.n.01      
touch.v.01      
turn.v.04      
yucca.n.01      
act.v.01      
areca.n.01      
babassu.n.01      
be.v.01      
be.v.03      
calamus.n.01      
change.v.01      
change.v.02      
citrus.n.02      
coconut.n.03      
cocos.n.01      
coffee.n.02      
decoration.n.02      
finger.n.01      
fist.n.01      
give.v.44      
hand.n.01      
handle.v.04      
herb.n.01      
job.n.04      
leave.v.01      
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 7. Results of “mug”
Topic 4
chump.n.01
23%
countenance.n.03
23%
mug.n.01
16%
mug.n.04
16%
mug.v.01
22% chump.n.01
25%
countenance.n.03
18%
mug.n.01
14%
mug.n.04
14%
mug.v.01
29%
chump.n.01
32%
countenance.n.0
3
28%
mug.n.01
5%
mug.n.04
15%
mug.v.01
20%
chump.n.01
7%
countenance.n.03
7%
mug.n.01
6%
mug.n.04
80%
chump.n.01
23%
countenance.n.0
3
22%
mug.n.01
16%
mug.n.04
20%
mug.v.01
19%
Topic 5
Synsets chump.n.01 countenance.n.03 mug.n.01 mug.n.04 mug.v.01
chump.n.01 18 0 0 0 0
countenance.n.03 0 14 0 0 0
mug.n.01 0 0 5 0 0
mug.n.04 0 0 0 12 0
mug.v.01 0 0 0 0 14
Synsets Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 
hand      
oil      
palm      
trees      
beach      
springs      
like      
right      
tree      
west      
county      
qwx      
area      
arm      
back      
better      
city      
coconut      
desert      
every      
facing      
florida      
found      
home      
little      
love      
made      
many      
new      
president      
side      
since      
stars      
sugar      
sunday      
sustainable      
take      
time      
type      
use      
well      
year      
years      
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 8. Results of “Crane”
Topic 4
crane.n.01
6%
crane.n.02
6%
crane.n.04
31%
crane.n.05
13%
crane.v.01
34%
grus.n.01
10% crane.n.0416%
crane.n.05
20%
crane.v.01
59%
grus.n.01
5%
crane.n.01
12%
crane.n.02
11%
crane.n.04
23%
crane.n.05
22%
crane.v.01
20%
grus.n.01
12% crane.n.01
12%
crane.n.02
12%
crane.n.04
26%crane.n.05
19%
crane.v.01
20%
grus.n.01
11%
crane.n.01
12%
crane.n.02
12%
crane.n.04
23%
crane.n.05
21%
crane.v.01
20%
grus.n.01
12%
Topic 5
crane.n.04
7%
crane.v.01
93%
Topic 6
Synsets Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 Topic6 
wrinkle.v.02       
crane.v.01       
stretch.v.02       
crane       
crane.n.04       
derrick.n.02       
gantry.n.01       
grus.n.01       
grus.n.02       
leatherjacket.n.03       
transporter.n.02       
wading_bird.n.01       
crane.n.01       
crane.n.02       
crane.n.05       
act.v.01       
change.v.01       
move.v.03       
travel.v.01       
be.v.01       
be.v.03       
better.v.03       
bounce.v.01       
change.v.02       
change_state.v.01       
construct.v.01       
die.v.01       
examine.v.02       
film.v.02       
manufacture.v.01       
move.v.02       
name.v.03       
permit.v.01       
produce.v.02       
scat.v.01       
search.v.01       
take.v.27       
try.v.01       
use.v.01       
witness.v.02       
 
Synsets crane.n.01 crane.n.02 crane.n.04 crane.n.05 crane.v.01 grus.n.01
crane.n.01 5 2 0 0 0 0
crane.n.02 2 6 0 0 0 0
crane.n.04 0 0 18 0 0 0
crane.n.05 0 0 17 0 1
crane.v.01 0 0 0 0 12 0
grus.n.01 0 0 0 1 0 8
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 9. Results of “dove”
Topic 4
columba.n.01
10%
dive.v.01
13%dive.v.02
4%
dove.n.01
29%
dove.n.02
14%
dove.n.05
15%
squab.n.01
15%
columba.n.01
8%
dive.v.01
59%
dove.n.01
12%
dove.n.02
4%
dove.n.05
4%
squab.n.01
13%
columba.n.01
10%
dive.v.01
7%
dive.v.02
9%
dive.v.03
9%
dove.n.01
30%
dove.n.02
6%
dove.n.05
13%
squab.n.01
16%
columba.n.01
4%
dive.v.01
4%
dive.v.02
42%dive.v.0338%
dove.n.01
8%
squab.n.01
4%
Topic 4
dive.v.01
68%
dive.v.02
15%
dive.v.03
5%
dove.n.02
6%
squab.n.01
6%
Topic 5
dive.v.01
11%
dive.v.02
8%
dove.n.01
71%
squab.n.01
10%
Topic 6
Synsets columba.n.01 dive.v.01 dive.v.02 dive.v.03 dove.n.01 dove.n.02 dove.n.05 squab.n.01
columba.n.01 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
dive.v.01 0 19 1 0 0 0 0 0
dive.v.02 0 1 11 1 0 0 0 0
dive.v.03 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0
dove.n.01 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 1
dove.n.02 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
dove.n.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
squab.n.01 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
dive.v.01
53%
dive.v.02
10%
dive.v.03
10%
dove.n.01
22%
squab.n.01
5%
Topic 7
columba.n.01
10%
dive.v.02
6%
dive.v.03
4%
dove.n.01
31%dove.n.02
15%
dove.n.05
16%
squab.n.01
18%
Topic 8
family.n.01 
       
 
flood.n.01 
   
     
flower.n.01 
 
       
follow.v.01 
 
       
get_down.v.07         
ghost.v.01         
hour.n.02 
   
     
immediately.r.01 
  
     
jack.n.07 
   
     
last.a.02         
look.v.02         
market.n.01         
move.v.02         
move.v.03         
object.n.01         
people.n.01 
   
     
person.n.01 
       
 
pink.v.02 
    
   
 placid.s.01 
   
    
 proceed.v.04 
  
    
 quail.n.02 
    
   
 rank.v.01 
    
   
 ride.v.04 
    
   
 right.n.01 
 
      
 shrub.n.01 
 
      
 small.a.01 
 
      
 stock.n.12 
 
      
 suffice.v.01 
 
      
 tree.n.01 
 
      
 try.v.01 
 
      
 walk.v.10 
 
      
 wash.v.02 
 
      
 water.n.01 
 
      
 wet.v.02 
 
      
 wish.v.02 
    
   
 work.v.03 
         
Synsets Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 Topic6 Topic7 Topic8 
pigeon.n.01         
turtledove.n.02         
columba.n.02         
columba.n.01         
dove.n.01         
dove         
squab.n.01         
act.v.01         
australian_turtledove.n.01         
dove.n.02         
dove.n.05         
emblem.n.02         
be.v.01         
be.v.03         
change.v.01         
herb.n.01         
partridge.n.03 
    
  
 travel.v.01       
  act.v.02       
  activity.n.01       
  ball.n.01       
  bathtub.n.01 
  
    
 bed.n.03 
   
    
 befall.v.01 
   
    
 body_of_water.n.01 
  
    
 break.v.28 
   
    
 brown.n.02 
   
    
 cape.n.01 
   
    
 capital.n.04 
   
    
 change.v.02 
  
     
 change_state.v.01 
 
     
 class.n.03 
  
     
 color.v.01 
  
     
 discount.v.02 
 
     
 drink.v.01 
  
     
 drop.v.10 
  
     
 dry.a.01 
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 10. Results of “term”
Topic 4
condition.n.07
5%
term.n.01
38%
term.n.02
34%
term.n.04
9%
term.n.05
5%
term.n.06
9% condition.n.07
14%
term.n.01
17%
term.n.02
25%
term.n.04
4%
term.n…
term.n.06
4%
term.v.01
11%
terminus.n.03
14%
condition.n.07
20%
term.n.01
9%
term.n.02
25%term.n.04
8%
term.n.05
11%
term.n.06
11%
term.v.01
8%
terminus.n.03
8%
term.n.01
47%
term.n.06
14%
terminus.n.03
39%
Topic 4
condition.n.07
5%
term.n.01
13%
term.n.02
60%
term.n.06
22%
Topic 5
condition.n.07
18%
term.n.01
5%
term.n.02
21%
term.n.04
4%
term.n.05
21%
term.n.06
21%
terminus.n.03
10%
Topic 6
condition.n.07
35%
term.n.01
15%term.n.04
5%
term.n.05
15%
term.n.06
11%
term.v.01
9%
terminus.n.03
10%
Topic 7
condition.n.07
9%
term.n.01
16%
term.n.02
21%
term.n.05
4%
term.n.06
33%
term.v.01
5%
terminus.n.03
12%
Topic 8
Synsets Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 Topic6 Topic7 Topic8 
time_period.n.01     
  
    
  point.n.06 
 
  
  
    
  word.n.01 
 
    
   
  
 act.v.01 
     
    
 life_sentence.n.01   
   
  
   make.v.03 
  
  
    
  
move.v.02 
     
    
 prison_term.n.01 
 
  
  
  
   term.n.02 
 
  
  
  
   about.r.07 
       
  
administration.n.02 
 
  
     admit.v.03 
      
  
 agency.n.01 
  
  
     agreement.n.05 
  
  
     appellation.n.01 
  
  
     available.a.01   
       baby.n.05 
   
  
    base.n.03 
     
  
  be.v.01 
  
  
     block.n.06 
   
  
    brother.n.04 
   
  
    candidate.n.02 
  
  
     change_state.v.01 
     
  
  come.v.03 
     
  
  communication.n.01 
 
  
     complete.v.05 
  
  
     condition.n.07 
 
  
      contact.n.07 
       
  
cover.n.10 
      
  
 currentness.n.01 
    
  
   cutting.n.02 
      
  
 day.n.01 
    
  
   degree.n.05 
     
  
  dish.n.02 
      
  
 do.v.04   
       employee.n.01 
  
  
     epilogue.n.01 
       
  
epilogue.n.02 
       
  
establishment.n.06 
     
  
 fable.n.02 
       
  
face.n.05 
      
  
 faced.a.01 
   
  
    fall.v.10 
     
  
  farseeing.s.02   
       father.n.01 
   
  
    father.n.03 
   
  
    final_examination.n.01   
      form.n.01 
   
  
    frequency.n.01 
    
  
   frequently.r.01 
       
  
freshman.s.01 
     
  
  get_down.v.07 
     
  
  good.a.01 
  
  
     greek.n.01 
      
  
 hood.n.09 
      
  
 inclusion.n.02 
       
  
insurance.n.01 
 
  
      islam.n.02 
 
  
      item.n.01 
      
  
 lead.v.08 
     
  
  lease.n.03 
    
  
   lease.v.03 
 
  
      lease.v.04 
 
  
      leave.v.01 
     
  
  legal_profession.n.01 
     
  
 life.n.05   
       life.n.07 
    
  
   light.s.18 
       
  
line.n.03   
       long.a.02   
       look.v.02   
       microbe.n.01 
 
  
      month.n.02 
    
  
   mother.n.01 
   
  
    name.v.03 
  
  
     office.n.04 
     
 
  parity.n.02 
   
  
    paul.n.02 
      
  
 personal.n.01 
       
  
publish.v.03   
       quarter.n.05 
 
  
      rally.n.05 
       
  
retain.v.02   
       salt.n.02 
   
  
    school_term.n.01 
    
  
   shape.v.02 
  
  
     so_far.r.01 
   
  
    song.n.01 
       
  
spot.n.02 
       
  
staff.n.01 
  
  
     statement.n.01 
 
  
      stock.v.05   
       subject.n.08 
     
  
  suffice.v.01   
       take.v.02 
       
  
technically.r.03 
   
  
    term.n.01 
   
  
    term.n.06 
    
  
   terminal.a.02 
    
  
   terminated.s.02 
 
  
      terminus.n.03 
   
  
    trade.v.02 
      
  
 unexpired.a.01 
    
  
   vacation.n.01 
       
  
vessel.n.03 
   
  
    veteran.n.03   
       word.n.07   
        
Synsets condition.n.07 term.n.01 term.n.02 term.n.04 term.n.05 term.n.06 term.v.01 terminus.n.03
condition.n.07 15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
term.n.01 1 11 0 0 1 0 0 1
term.n.02 0 0 14 0 0 2 0 0
term.n.04 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0
term.n.05 0 1 0 0 20 0 0 0
term.n.06 0 0 2 0 0 11 0 0
term.v.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
terminus.n.03 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 19
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 A. Total number of overlapping words appeared among Synsets of query N=0
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
B. Query term’s Synsets distribution on each topic
C. Top 15 synsets distribution for each topic
Fig 11. Results of “interest”
Topic 4
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4%
interest.n.01
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interest.n.03
17%
interest.n.04
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interest.n.05
13%
interest.n.06
43%
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4%
sake.n.01
9%
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7%interest.n.01
5%
interest.n.03
13%
interest.n.04
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interest.v.01
15%
matter_to.v.01
23%
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7%
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5%
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interest.n.01
12%
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12%
interest.n.04
40%
interest.n.05
8%
interest.n.06
3%
interest.v.01
3%
matter_to.v.01
3% pastime.n.01
3%
sake.n.01
11% concern.v.024%
interest.n.01
18%
interest.n.03
12%
interest.n.04
8%interest.n.05
21%
interest.n.06
4%
interest.v.01
4%
matter_to.v.01
8%
pastime.n.01
4%
sake.n.01
17%
concern.v.02
7%
interest.n.01
12%
interest.n.03
10%
interest.n.04
19%
interest.n.05
9%
interest.n.06
7%
interest.v.01
5%
matter_to.v.01
7%
pastime.n.01
12%
sake.n.01
12%
Topic 5
concern.v.02
5%
interest.n.01
17%
interest.n.03
14%
interest.n.04
8%interest.n.05
14%
interest.n.06
14%
interest.v.01
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Synsets concern.v.02 interest.n.01 interest.n.03 interest.n.04 interest.n.05 interest.n.06 interest.v.01 matter_to.v.01 pastime.n.01 sake.n.01
concern.v.02 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
interest.n.01 1 10 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1
interest.n.03 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
interest.n.04 0 0 0 16 1 1 0 0 1 0
interest.n.05 0 2 1 26 2 0 0 1 1
interest.n.06 0 0 0 1 2 18 0 0 3 1
interest.v.01 1 1 0 0 0 0 19 1 0 0
matter_to.v.01 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 17 0 0
pastime.n.01 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 29 0
sake.n.01 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 13
